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Abstract A systematic overview on the subject of assembly sequencing is pre-
sented. Sequencing lies at the core of assembly planning, and variants include
nding a feasible sequence {respecting the precedence constraints between the as-
sembly operations{, or determining an optimal one according to one or several
operational criteria. The dierent ways of representing the space of feasible as-
sembly sequences are described, as well as the search and optimization algorithms
that can be used. Geometry plays a fundamental role in devising the precedence
constraints between assembly operations, and this is the subject of the second
part of the survey, which treats also motion in contact in the context of the actual
performance of assembly operations.
Keywords Assembly Sequencing  Assembly Optimization  Separability 
Contact States
1 Introduction
An assembly A is an object composed of individual parts in given relative place-
ments, such that they do not overlap and each part is touching a subset of the
assembly. Assembly sequencing computes an ordering of collision-free opera-
tions that bring these parts together (assembly operations), given a geometric de-
scription of their positions in the nal assembly product. Sequencing is the most
important phase of the broader problem of assembly planning, which includes
other topics like resource allocation, work-cell layout, or tolerance-related issues.
Some works address specic instances of such extensions, like for example Wang
et al (2008) where assembly sequencing is treated concurrently with xturing (i.e.,
holding the intermediate subassemblies in place).
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Assembly sequencing is an obvious component of process planning. Nonethe-
less, its role in the early phase of product design is fundamental for optimizing
not only the manufacturability of the product but also the design process itself.
A feasible sequence validates a specic design, whereas optimality measures on
dierent sequences allow to choose among various design alternatives.
An assembly can be considered at dierent levels of granularity, whose respec-
tive items are subassemblies, parts, features, and boundary primitives. Assembly
sequencing is usually treated as a combinatorial problem, which deals with symbols
or labels corresponding to elements from the two rst levels. Not any combination
of parts into subassemblies is allowed, feasible assemblies have to satisfy given
contact (between parts) and precedence (between assembly operations) con-
straints. The so called three step approach of assembly sequencing comprehends
the denition of precedence constraints, the generation of all feasible sequences
and nally the choice among them. At the combinatorial level, precedence con-
straints are already given, or the means exist to provide them at specic request,
but it is no matter of concern of how they are obtained. Actually, they constitute
the output of a geometrical reasoning process that deals with boundary primi-
tives or simple geometric features. This survey considers both the combinatorial
and the geometrical aspects of an assembly. The rst three sections are devoted
to the components of assembly sequencing from the combinatorial point of view:
representations of the space of possible sequences (Section 2), the criteria to be
considered when selecting among various alternative sequences and the inherent
complexity to dierent problem settings (Section 3), as well as the sequencing and
optimization algorithms (Section 4). As for the geometry of assembly sequencing,
the second part of this survey reviews the analytical tools that allow to obtain the
relative precedence constraints between parts from a geometrical description of
the assembly. In most of this work, the reverse problem of disassembly is tackled.
Section 5 uses the concept of blocking directions to determine subassemblies that
can be separated from the whole assembly (or the remains, after other disassembly
operations), Section 6 descibes ways to represent the space of contact spaces and
how to plan at high (symbolic) and low (motion in contact) level, whereas Sec-
tion 7 deals with random path planning methods applied to (dis)assembly. Finally,
some summarizing considerations are provided in the Conclusions.
Part I. Combinatorial aspects of assembly sequencing
2 Representing assembly sequences
Most representations in assembly sequencing are part- and subassembly-based.
Parts, as atomic elements, are represented by labels, symbols, nodes, vector ele-
ments and the like. Subassemblies, on the other hand, can be described either by
their constituting parts or by the connections established between them, and are
represented by nodes, lists, vectors or subgraphs. In this section we present the dif-
ferent ways the space of possible assembly sequences can be represented based on
such elements. Alternatively, features may be considered instead of parts (in some
cases they are coincident), with the possibility of two parts mating with dierent
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features pairings (see, e.g., the Graph of Features and its use to determine feasible
assemblies in Thomas and Torras (1992), the rule-based inference mechanism to
determine liaisons between features Deshmukh et al (1993), the connector-based
precedence graph Tseng and Li (1999), or the connection semantics based assembly
trees Dong et al (2003)).
An assembly state is described either by a partition of the set of elemental parts
grouped by subassemblies attained so far (symbols representing the parts between
braces), or by a binary vector encoding at each digit whether the corresponding
connection is established or not. All the representations and sequencing methods
described hereafter assume a unique positioning of the part in the assembly.
Assembly sequence representations can be divided into explicit and implicit
ones, as suggested in de Mello and Sanderson (1991), where also formal denitions
of dierent representations, correctness and completeness proofs, and mutual re-
lationships between them are given. The input information for obtaining these
representations is a set of n parts and the graph of connections, whose nodes are
these individual parts and the links stand for contact connections between them.
This representation is also called liaison diagram, although the term liaison may
have a broader sense than just a contact connection Fazio and Whitney (1987).
A liaison matrix can be derived from the connection or liaison graph: each one of
the n les or columns corresponds to a part, and the elements of the matrix are
equal to 1 if a connection between these two parts exists, 0 otherwise (elements of
the diagonal are obviously null) Lai and Huang (2004). For example, the liaison
matrix corresponding to the assembly in Figure 1 is (rows and columns correspond
to the parts c, t, b and h, in this order):2664
0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0
3775 :
The number of connections or of liaisons lies between n  1 and n(n 1)2 Hong
and Cho (1999). Augmented versions exist like the Datum Flow Chain Mantripra-
gada and Whitney (1998) that captures dimensional constraints along one or more
degrees of freedom between the parts, or the relational model de Mello and Sander-
son (1989) by adding information about the type of contact (dened by its geom-
etry), the type of attachment associated to given contacts (glue, screw, pressure
t, etc.), as well as attributes of all the parameters in the assembly.
2.1 Explicit representations
In this kind of representations, there is a one-to-one correspondence between as-
sembly operations and the elements of the representation. A single assembly se-
quence can be represented by a partial assembly tree, a binary tree whose nodes
correspond to partial assemblies occurring during the execution of the plan, the
root node is the nal assembly, and the leaves are the single parts. In Wolter (1991),
this basic representation is extended with additional information: the ordering of
operations (by numbering the nodes, this is equivalent to the state sequence repre-
sentation), the insertion information (which piece is held on place while the other
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one is inserted, this is depicted by arrows from the held subassembly to the moved
part), or the xturing information, which groups together the subassemblies built
in dierent xtures before brought together.
As for representations of sets of assembly sequences (or of the whole space of
feasible sequences), a straightforward and common representation is the directed
graph, whose nodes are stable partitions of the set of parts, and the arcs corre-
spond to feasible assembly operations. The root node consists of a partition in the
N elemental parts, whereas the partition of the leaf node has one single element,
the whole assembly. Alternatively, the assembly states can be encoded by the
truth value of the established connections: the root node would be a sequence of
FALSE values, as the parts are initially disconnected, and the leaf node a sequence
of TRUEs, corresponding to the nal assembled product. This representation is
called state lattice in Wolter (1991), and used in Fazio and Whitney (1987) (in its
alternative formulation). The TMA (Topological Modelling of Assembly Systems)
in Almgren (1994) can also be seen as a directed graph intended to express not
only parts and contacts, but also system components (devices and machines) and
locations. Another quite popular representation is the AND/OR graph, where
nodes are stable subassemblies, and the hyperarcs correspond to feasible assem-
bly (if viewed down-up) operations. Each node is linked to various alternative
AND combinations of subassemblies. The root node is the full assembly, and the
leaves are the individual parts. AND/OR graphs are used in de Mello and Sander-
son (1991); Romney et al (1995); Wilson and Rit (1990); Lee and Saitou (2003);
Thomas et al (2003).
These representations are illustrated in Figure 1.
2.2 Implicit representations
A necessary step to construct explicit representations of an assembly is to de-
termine the precedence relationships between connections, but at the same
time they may be considered as a way to implicitly encode feasible assembly se-
quences. Such partial orderings on the connections are obtained either by consider-
ing systematically the relative precedence of specic pairs of connections Bourjault
(1984), or between a given connection and sets of connections Fazio and Whitney
(1987) or assembly states de Mello and Sanderson (1991) (in the latter case, prece-
dence relations are called establishment conditions). These procedures imply
asking a human expert, and recently new eorts of incorporating human expertise
in the assembly sequencing process to reduce complexity have been considered
Yuan (2002).
Alternatively, precedence relations can be generated from liaison diagrams by
the more ecient cut-set method de Mello and Sanderson (1989). It consists in
computing the cut-sets of the diagram, i.e., minimal sets of edges whose removal
renders the graph disconnected. This is eciently done by considering all the
subgraphs whose number of nodes is less or equal to the half of the cardinality
of the whole graph. For each such subgraph, a cut-set is obtained if the removal
of edges of the whole graph that have only one end in the subgraph leaves the
original graph with exactly two components de Mello and Sanderson (1989). Each
such cut-set decomposition is tested for its geometric feasibility. Figure 2 shows
the cut-sets that correspond to the assembly of Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Dierent ways of representing the same assembly (a), a torch displayed in disassembled
form (the head is treated here as a single part, for simplifying reasons). The graph of connec-
tions (b) is the starting point for deriving representations like the directed graph of assembly
states, in its two versions of partitions of parts (d) and truth values -unlled is FALSE, lled
is TRUE- of established connections (e). A partial assembly tree (c) for a specic assembly
sequence is also shown. The same sequence is represented with heavy lines on the directed
graphs and on the AND/OR graph (f). Reworked from de Mello and Sanderson (1991); Fazio
and Whitney (1987); Wolter (1991).
Fig. 2 A graph of connections and its feasible (1,2,5) and non-feasible (3,4) cut-sets (from
de Mello and Sanderson (1989))
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Precedence relationships can also be indirectly encoded as Geometric con-
straints, which express the absence of collision-free trajectories that allow two
subassemblies to contact. They are used in Bonneville et al (1995) to detect as-
sembly sequences that require ternary operations (i.e., three-handed operations).
Establishment of connections are called mating operations in Wolter et al
(1991). In this work, dierent types of mating constraint expressions are con-
structed from all possible precedence relations: `strictly precede', `precede or ac-
company', `same operation', and `dierent operation'. These expressions, whether
applied locally (to contacts involving a common part), restricted to a given graph,
or generally valid, are tested for their representational power (i.e., whether dif-
ferent types of plans like partial assembly trees or state sequences can be exactly
represented by them). Other authors Naphade et al (1999a) dene assembly se-
quencing as a constraint satisfaction problem in terms of establishment conditions.
This 3-SAT problem is decomposed into a collection of 2-SAT problems, which in
turn are mapped onto Decision Graphs (introducing the concept of decision depen-
dent constraint) which are partitioned into self-consistent solutions and rejections.
In a companion paper Naphade et al (1999b), optimal sequences are computed,
according to graph-computable performance measures.
Precedence constraints may aect not only assembly tasks but also the use of
resources like xtures and grasps, and they are called resource constraints in this
case Huang and Lee (1991). A generalization of ordinary to AND/OR precedence
constraints can be found in Mohring et al (2004), who provide a linear-time al-
gorithm for deducing additional constraints from existing ones and proving the
feasibility of the original set. Also Lai and Huang (2004) use precedence Boolean
expressions, not only between parts, but also between feasible and stable sub-
assemblies.
Furthermore, the robots themselves displacing assembly parts and subassem-
blies pose also accessibility and collision constraints on the assembly process. This
problem is addressed in Heger (2008) by validating the edges of an augmented di-
rected acyclic graph that represents the space of feasible assemblies. This validation
consists in solving local motion planning problems of the aected components and
the robots that carry them.
3 On the complexity of sequencing
The complexity of assembly or disassembly sequencing is measured generally in
terms of the number of parts n, if these parts have a simple geometry (like disks,
for example) or the total number of vertices N , when dealing with polygonal or
polyhedral parts. However, this measure alone does not express how dicult it is
to obtain a valid assembly sequence. Other involved features are the number of
hands (the maximum number of subassemblies that are moving with respect to
one another by any assembly operation), monotonicity (whether or not opera-
tions of intermediate placement of subassemblies are required), linearity (whether
all assembly operations involve the insertion of a single part in the rest of the as-
sembly or more than one part have to be simultaneously inserted), and coherence
(whether or not each part that is inserted will touch some other previously placed
part). The simplest sequences are the two-handed or sequential, monotone,
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linear, and contact-coherent. Some of these concepts are illustrated in Figure
3.
Non−sequential
Sequential, two−handed
Monotone
Linear
Coherent
Fig. 3 Dierent types of assembly sequences (from Wolter (1989, 1991); Romney et al (1995);
Marian (2003))
Optimality criteria, related to the necessary resources of the assembly system
(like the required number of degrees of freedom of the robot, or the need of x-
ations), as pointed out in Goldwasser and Motwani (1999) (see also Chakrabarty
and Wolter (1997)), constitute valuable tools for evaluating and selecting dierent
sequencing alternatives:
{ Number of directions in which parts have to be displaced,
{ Number of reorientations or direction changes,
{ Number of tools and tool changes,
{ Number of non-linear steps,
{ Depth of an assembly sequence.
The sequencing algorithms will try to keep these measures as low as possible.
The rst two have not to be mixed up: consider the pathological example of an
assembly with two insertion directions that have to alternate at each step. The
third refers to grippers and special devices needed to handle parts and subassem-
blies that come in dierent sizes and shapes. The fourth one is related to the cost
of displacing (or xing) whole subassemblies instead of single parts, and the fth
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one privileges shallow assembly trees considering that operations can be taken in
parallel.
Many other criteria may be dened as well, depending on the particularities
of the product. For example, energy consumption reduction may foster sequences
where large parts are displaced less, or, for huge products, favor spatial grouping
of operations (locality). Eciency (both in energy needs and in required operation
time) does also favor operations where the most involved movements concern eas-
ily manipulated parts (manipulability criterion), and the grouping of operations
aecting similar parts so as to minimize the needed tool changes (uniformity). The
same uniformity criterion favors grouping together categories of assembly opera-
tions like screwing, pressing, etc. Dini et al (1999). Non-assembly operations like
greasing or coating parts may also have to be considered regarding the optimality
of assembly sequences. As pointed out in Chakrabarty and Wolter (1997), criteria
like safety considerations or taking into account internal mechanical stresses during
the assembly process are dicult to be satisfactorily implemented for evaluation
purposes in an assembly planner, but -at the same time- plans that do not dare
about such issues may become useless. A systematic and comprehensive listing
of constraints to be considered in assembly planning can be found in Jones and
Wilson (1996).
In the case of partial disassembly (i.e., for recycling a given part), the number of
steps to reach the part is also a meaningful measure to be minimized (in assembly
or full disassembly, the number of steps for any two-handed sequence will be always
the same, n  1).
The size of the solution space (i.e., the space of all potential assembly se-
quences) can give an idea of the complexity of nding an optimal sequence Marian
(2003), as it will increase linearly with this size in the case of exhaustive search. If
the number of assembly operations equals the number of parts, the number of po-
tential sequences is given by the number of permutations of parts (n!). Of course,
non feasible sequences are also included in this amount. Considering permutations
means that the sequences are linear and monotone. If the linearity constraint is
lifted, the size of the solution space increases to (2n 2)!(n 1)! , and if also non monotone
sequences are allowed, the number of potential sequences is, obviously, innite
Marian (2003).
More restricted and better tting computations of the real complexity of assem-
bly sequencing do not take just the number of operations, but rather the topology
of the precedence graph into account. To this end, Ramos et al (2001) develop a
new representation, the Parse Tree, following the rules of the so-called slot-block
theory, on which it is possible to compute the total number of plans given the
precedence graph.
4 Sequencing and optimization algorithms
Determining a feasible assembly sequence or selecting the best one according to
some criterion is the result of applying a search and/or optimization algorithm
in the space of possible assemblies. The most immediate way is to perform a
graph search on the representations described in Section 2. Exhaustive search is
the simplest strategy ensuring completeness but is impractical except for very
simple assemblies. Even heuristic graph search strategies have limitations due to
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combinatorial explosion when the number of parts increases. Several authors have
addressed such huge search spaces with search and optimization paradigms of
proven eciency in similar settings.
4.1 Graph-search algorithms
In the previous sections directed graphs and AND/OR graphs have appeared as
formalisms to encode the space of feasible assembly sequences. Standard graph-
search algorithms apply in most cases, with minor modications, to determine a
feasible or an optimal sequence.
The natural choice for directed graphs is an heuristically guided search algo-
rithm like A* Nilsson (1980), which is guaranteed to nd always a minimum-cost
path (i.e., assembly sequence). The equivalent algorithm for AND/OR graphs is
AO* Martelli and Montanari (1973, 1978); Nilsson (1980) and all the dierent
versions of it Bagchi and Mahanti (1983); Mahanti and Bagchi (1985). All these
algorithms work for acyclic implicit graphs. Cycles may arise in AND/OR graphs
in the assembly/disassembly context, as shown in Jimenez and Torras (2000).
Alternatively to perform a graph search, the liaisons graph may be transformed
into a table of liaisons in matrix form (with ones at those elements where a liaison
exists between the parts of the corresponding row and column, zero otherwise).
A feasible assembly sequence is determined by successively deleting the columns
of the parts already included in the assembly and examining their rows for other
candidate liaisons to be established Marian et al (2006) (see also the PhD Thesis
of the rst author).
4.2 Petri Nets
Petri Nets can encode the information relative to the space of possible assemblies,
where the places stand for the dierent possible subassemblies and the transitions
correspond to dierent binary partitions of these subassemblies. Such a construc-
tion is described in Zha et al (1998a), where the feasible subassemblies are ob-
tained from considering topological, geometrical, stability and partial precedence
constraints, and also optimality criteria are given for assembly sequence selection
and evaluation. In Suzuki et al (1993); Caselli and Zanichelli (1995); Cao and
Sanderson (1998) procedures for building Assembly Petri Nets from AND/OR
graphs are described, and the existing body of theoretical results and standard
analysis algorithms of Petri Nets is used to derive ecient computations of as-
sembly sequences. A survey on the broader subject of the use of Petri Nets in
assembly and task planning can be found in Rosell (2004), with special emphasis
on Colored Petri Nets (a type of High Level Petri Nets). A knowledge-based Petri
net is dened in Zha et al (1998b) and used in a planning systems which can adjust
automatically the deviations between theoretical and real assembly parameters, to
guarantee the best plans for exible assembly. Another hybrid of knowledge-based
system and colored Petri Net has also been used to evaluate the degree of di-
culty of assembly sequences, which allows to choose the optimal one Ben-Arieh
et al (2004).
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4.3 Advanced sequencing and optimization techniques
Due to combinatorial explosion, the previous graph-search methods, even if some
heuristic is applied, are impractical except for simple assemblies. Assemblies with
20 parts or more can be approached by using the powerful optimization paradigms
developed during the last decades.
Simulated Annealing. An energy function is dened in terms of optimality
criteria like total assembly time and number of reorientations Motavalli and Islam
(1997) or the normalized degree of motion instability and, again, the number of
direction changes Hong and Cho (1999). In the latter work, precedence and connec-
tivity constraints are also included in the energy function, whereas in the rst case
precedence constraints are encoded in a precedence diagram and are tested for each
time a new sequence is generated. In either case the energy function is minimized
following a simulated annealing strategy. The procedure consists in interchanging
two arbitrary parts (the initial sequence is also generated randomly), computing
the energy corresponding to the new sequence, computing the Boltzmann proba-
bility of changing to the new energy state and accepting the new sequence if this
probability is larger than a random number in the interval [0; 1] (this is done to es-
cape local minima). The annealing temperature used in the Boltzmann probability
computation is a decreasing function of the iteration step number.
Neural Networks. Neural Nets (NN) are used to encode the precedence
knowledge, by expressing AND/OR precedence constraints between liaisons in
the connection strengths between neurons of a Hopeld net Chen (1992), or the
probability of each part to be assembled at each step in the neurons' outputs of
an nxn network Hong and Cho (1995). As usual in NN, energy functions can be
dened related to the input and output values of the neurons, and in the present
case they are formulated so as to correspond to an optimal assembly sequence
when a global optimum of these functions is reached. Other more recent works
using back-propagation neural networks for assembly sequence optimization are
Cem Sinanoglu (2005) and Chen et al (2008).
Genetic Algorithms. Assembly sequences are encoded into chromosomes.
Each chromosome corresponds to an individual of a population of feasible assem-
bly sequences. Genetic operators are applied to these chromosomes in order to
produce tter ospring, according to some optimality criteria. Genetic algorithms
are executed on an initial population of arbitrary feasible assembly plans, and
end -after a number of generations- with a set of good -optimal or near-optimal-
plans. The process is stochastic: random choices, with certain xed probabilities,
can be made in the application of the genetic operators (the gene that mutates,
the parents selected for crossover) or in the order they are applied. In the pio-
neering work of Bonneville et al (1995), for example, crossbreed is systematically
applied to the pair of ttest individuals, but mutation is randomly applied on
the ospring, while in Sebaaly et al (1996) reproduction, crossover and muta-
tion are applied in a cyclic fashion but the mates for crossbreeding are selected
randomly. Alternatively, Chen and Liu (2001) propose a multi-layered strategy
where the genetic operator probability setting itself is updated dynamically in a
second-level genetic algorithm whose chromosomes encode the probability of ap-
plying each operator in the primary level. This avoids the problem of selecting the
adequate mutation rate, which is a compromise between premature convergence
to local minima (lower nal solution quality) and overall convergence rate (longer
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run times) (premature convergence is also addressed in Smith (2004) by the use
of new genetic operators). An Ordering Genetic Algorithm is developed in De-Lit
et al (2001) which includes a validation mapping of the sequences generated by
their genetic operators into feasible ones. In Marian et al (2006) the scope of types
of considered assemblies is substantially enlarged, including also non-sequential,
non-linear, non-monotone, and pseudo-non-coherent assembly plans, by encoding
into the chromosomes not just plain sequences of parts: genes are what the au-
thors call Entities Meaningful for the Assembly Sequence (EMAS), which include
single parts, whole subassemblies, sets of parts to be simultaneously positioned,
operations without the addition of a new part, auxiliary xtures, etc. The ini-
tial population of feasible assemblies is generated by guided search in the table
of liaisons, as described at the end of Section 4.1. This table encodes intrinsic
precedence constraints, the extrinsic ones (derived from accessibility and process
constraints) are used to select among the candidate liaisons. As for the optimiza-
tion process, both in the crossover and pseudo-mutation operators guided search
is used again to guarantee the feasibility of the resulting chromosomes. Genetic
algorithms are also used in Guan et al (2002) for solving the broader problem of
assembly process planning, including into the chromosome information like the as-
sembly direction, the tool to be used, or the type of assembly operation. Similarly,
Tseng et al (2004); Wang and Tseng (2009) encoded connector-based information
into the chromosomes, where connectors are features acting as assembly elements
(this provides a more engineering-like description of assemblies, while at the same
time reducing the combinatorial complexity).
Other biological analogues.
Closely related to GA, another population-based optimization technique, called
Immune Optimization Approach (IOA) uses the bionic principles of Articial Im-
mune Systems (AIS) Cao and Xiao (2007). The assembly sequencing problems are
represented as antigens, and antibodies represent the assembly sequences of the
product, encoded in their genes as component numbers. The authors claim that
IOA performs better as standard GA due to the immune selection mechanism,
which selects individuals (antibodies) for the next generation, choosing the best
(higher tness value) antibodies while at the same time favoring diversity, i.e.,
avoiding premature convergence and helping global optimization.
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a meta-heuristic method inspired in the
cooperative behavior of ant colonies in nding the shortest path to the food source,
combining random movements with reinforcement of specic trails with pheromone
traces. It has applied to assembly-by-disassembly sequence planning in Wang et al
(2005). A Disassembly Completed Graph represents the search space of all possible
disassembly sequences (where each node corresponds to a part and a disassembly
direction, i.e., to an elemental disassembly operation DO), planning consists in
nding a path that joins nodes with dierent part identication numbers, respect-
ing the geometric precedence constraints. Local pheromone updating is done by
each ant going from one DO to an adjacent one, which encourages exploration
of alternative solutions, while global pheromone updating, consisting in evapo-
ration of pheromone in all edges and extra addition of pheromone to the trails
with least reorientations, enforces exploitation of the most promising solutions. In
Cui (2007) an adaptive ant colony algorithm is described for generating optimal
assembly sequences of large space truss structures.
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4.4 Case studies in the literature
Most of these references illustrate their work by providing examples of their al-
gorithms dealing with specic assemblies. There are academic toy assemblies (a
5-part 2D assembly in Jimenez and Torras (2000) and Ben-Arieh et al (2004), or
a 20-part hypothetical product in Motavalli and Islam (1997)), but the majority
prefer to show experiments on real assemblies. These range from a 4-part pince in
Cem Sinanoglu (2005) to the 48-part gear-box in Chen and Liu (2001). Grouped
by type of algorithm (the number of parts shown in parentheses), these examples
include:
1. Petri nets a ashlight (4) Caselli and Zanichelli (1995) and a ball-point pen
(5) Suzuki et al (1993);
2. simulated annealing a relay (10) Hong and Cho (1999);
3. neural networks a pince (4), a hinge (4) and a coupling system (7) Cem Sinanoglu
(2005), a gearbox (10) Chen (1992), a relay (10) and an alternator (13) Hong
and Cho (1995), and an electric torch (16) Chen et al (2008);
4. genetic algorithms an oil pump (5) Bonneville et al (1995), an industrial
controller (19) Guan et al (2002), an hydraulic linear motor (25) Marian et al
(2006), an air condition control (28) Sebaaly et al (1996), a signaling relay (34)
De-Lit et al (2001), and the already mentioned gear-box (48) Chen and Liu
(2001);
5. immune optimization approach a controller (19) Cao and Xiao (2007);
6. ant colony optimization an industrial driver (16) Wang et al (2005).
This list {which by no means pretends to be exhaustive{ should be interpreted
as an illustration of the variety of assemblies dealt with in the existing literature,
not as a ranking of the suitability of the dierent sequencing and optimization
algorithms. Furthermore, the examples provided by the authors are generally more
oriented towards explaining how their algorithms work than to demonstrate their
performance. Benchmark assemblies, both theoretical (puzzle-like examples have
already been proposed in Le et al (2009)) as well as real ones could be dened,
incorporating the means to evaluate dierent optimality criteria. Such standard
test assemblies would allow consistent comparative studies, and would constitute
a valuable tool for researchers for analyzing and validating their algorithms.
Part II. Geometrical issues
Up to now, it was assumed that the knowledge about precedence of connections
was available, or obtained by systematically posing to a (human) user questions
like those of Bourjault Bourjault (1984). Alternatively, they can be learned from
a human demonstrator by an automatic learning system Kuniyoshi et al (1994).
However, it would be desirable to obtain this information direct- and automatically
from a CAD description of the assembly. Early works pointed towards a generate-
and-test approach Lee and Shin (1990); Wilson and Rit (1990); Deshmukh et al
(1993), but even if mechanisms for saving and reusing previous results are provided,
the inherent combinatorial explosion makes this approach impractical except for
very simple assemblies.
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Three lines of action have emerged along the years. All three of them rely
on the primary information provided by the CAD model, which refers to the
contacts between the parts' boundary features. They dier in how this information
is used. In broad words, the rst line uses the directional information related to
the contacts to determine blocking relationships between parts, the second one
explores the space of feasible contacts, combinations and transitions between them,
whereas the third exploits geometry to bias random path planning methods. These
lines are schematically summarized in Figure 9.
5 Separability and blocking relationships between parts
5.1 Representation: DGBs and NDBGs
Following the assembly-by-disassembly principle, precedence is equivalent to block-
ing relationships between parts. Thus, the problem can be stated as determining
the directions along which specic parts in contact may be separated from one
another. The contacts between boundary features bound the ranges of directions
along which it is possible to separate the contacting parts in an assembly. Such
partitions of the space of separating directions are computed assuming that the
parts are free-ying rigid objects (without considering grasping and stability is-
sues). Furthermore, in most cases \innite" separating translational motions are
assumed, but other displacements like innitesimal translations in 2D and 3D or
innitesimal generalized motions (i.e., including rotations) can be considered as
well (see Wilson and Latombe (1994) for a description of the corresponding rep-
resentation spaces and the construction complexities). In the simple planar case,
edge-edge contacts induce a partition of the circle of directions S1 Wilson and
Latombe (1994). As for 3D assemblies, point - plane constraints between two poly-
hedra determine the sets of allowable (innitesimal) motion directions, as closed
hemispheres on the unit sphere S5 in six-dimensional space Guibas et al (1995).
The authors provide an algorithm that computes representative separating motion
directions by characterizing maximally covered cells induced by the partition of S5
by the great circles that limit the hemispheres (actually on a central projection of
this partition on a tangent hyperplane). Similarly, local translational freedom cones
are computed on S2 (whose apices are on the center of the sphere) for translating
polyhedra, in Romney et al (1995); Romney (1997), or local depart spaces as three-
dimensional polyhedral convex cones in Mosemann et al (2000). Contacting face
normals can also be used in the context of randomized path planning, as explained
in Section 7 below. Without entering in the planning process, a more general local
characterization of innitesimal separating motions is proposed in Staetti et al
(1999b). It applies to general polyhedra (i.e., possibly with non-convex faces), re-
lying only on basic contacts (see Section 6). The fact that the contact relations
between parts can be expressed in form of linear constraints, as hyperplanes em-
bedded in the assembly conguration space Schweikard and Schwarzer (1998), is
used in Schwarzer et al (2000) to determine feasible translational directions for
m-handed disassembly operations.
The resulting regions where the mutual blocking relationships remain constant
can be labeled with Directional Blocking Graphs (DBG), dened for a represen-
tative direction inside each region: nodes correspond to individual parts, and an
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Fig. 4 Two assemblies and their respective NDBGs. A slight but signicant dierence between
the upper and the lower assembly alters not only the partition of the circle of directions, but
also the DBGs attached to each region. Elaborated on Wilson and Latombe (1994).
arc points from Pi to Pj i Pj blocks the displacement of Pi along this particular
direction (this is the same concept as the Local Constraint Digraph in Lu et al
(1993)). Enhanced variants of the DBG exist, like the Directional Force Graph,
where the links between the parts are labeled with the maximum static force that
has to be exerted to achieve an innitesimal displacement between these parts
along a specic direction Lee and Moradi (1999). The partition of the sphere of di-
rections labeled with the corresponding DBGs is called the non-directional blocking
graph (NDBG). Figure 4 displays the NDBG for an assembly in a 2D innitesimal
translational case.
5.2 Algorithms: computing partitionings and disassembly motions
The notion of NDBG was introduced in Wilson and Latombe (1994), where it
was used to compute candidate partitionings of assemblies. A strong component
of a DBG (in general, of any di-graph) is a maximal subassembly (set of nodes)
such that for any pair of parts (nodes) a path exists connecting them. If only one
strong component exists, there are no possible partitions of the assembly (the DBG
is strongly connected). Thus, a disassembly algorithm tries to identify subsets of
the DBG without outgoing arcs. This method applies to disassemblies constituted
by one-step motions. The authors developed later the interference diagram Wil-
son et al (1995) which allows to determine a multi-step collision-free path for a
subassembly as a sequence of connected cells in this representation. It is obtained
by superimposing the Minkowski dierences of all pairs of parts in the assembly,
computed with respect to the same reference point. The resulting cells are labeled
with the respective colliding parts. The reference point is contained in the initial
cell, and the goal is to reach the outermost nal cell. At each traversed cell along
a path, the corresponding constraints are added to the blocking graph. If the DBG
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A
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B/A
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Fig. 5 Interference diagram for an assembly consisting in two pieces. The solid arrows display
a disassembly path for B while maintaining A on place (the reference point -the black dot-
has to be seen as rigidly attached to part B). Similar- and symmetrically, dashed arrows
correspond to a multi-step disassembly path for part A, as they only traverse cells labelled
with B/A. Inspired in Wilson et al (1995), which shows an example involving three parts.
becomes strongly connected by traversing a particular cell, an alternate route has
to be determined. Figure 5 shows an assembly of two parts, the corresponding
interference diagram, and the multi-step paths for disassembly.
Both methods are presented again in Halperin et al (2000) under the unifying
notion of motion space, dened as \the space of parametric representations of all
allowable motions for partitioning operations". One-step translations in 3D, for
instance, can be represented on a 2-dimensional motion space, as only two pa-
rameters are enough to dene the direction of motion. A common practice is to
refer the motions of the parts with respect to a universal frame (a given point in
assembled state), so that the parametrization is independent of the particular sub-
assemblies to be displaced. A similar concept is presented in Thomas et al (2003),
where separability directions are generated and evaluated by the computation of
the Minkowski dierences of each pair of parts in the assembly and stereographic
projections of the C-obstacles obtained this way. AND-conjunction can be applied
to the binarized images of these projections, where value 1 stands for the maximal
distance form the origin to the C-obstacles, along the AND/OR tree corresponding
to the assembly: subassemblies with remaining 1-values are geometrically feasible
(i.e., separable).
6 From geometry to compliance: (dis)assembly as motion in contact
6.1 Representation: the space of contact states
Motion in contact constitutes a whole category in robot motion planning (which
deals with control issues, uncertainty management, etc.) and has an evident link to
assembly planning, where the most relevant point is to identify the possible contact
states, the degrees of freedom associated to them, and how to go from one specic
contact state to another. This information is extracted from the geometrical models
of the parts and the assembly, and used to construct a graph representation suitable
for path planning. In the case of polyhedral parts, this involves the following steps:
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{ A set of elementary contacts between boundary primitives is dened: In
Donald (1985) and Dakin (1994) only two such basic or primitive (respec-
tively) contacts between convex features are considered (vertex-face (v-f) and
edge-edge (e-e)), whereas all ten possible combinations (see Figure 6) consti-
tute the set of canonical Giraud and Sidobre (1992) or principal Xiao (1993);
Xiao and Ji (2000, 2001) contacts (although in Meeussen et al (2004) each prin-
cipal contact is further decomposed in the two elementary contacts mentioned
above). The inclusion of higher-level primitives in these sets aims at achieving
higher robustness to uncertainties Xiao and Liu (1998).
{ These elementary contacts constitute the building blocks of polyhedral con-
tacts, dened as lists of canonical contacts at a specic conguration, in Gi-
raud and Sidobre (1992), or as contact formations, CF, in Desai et al (1988);
Xiao (1993); Xiao and Ji (2000, 2001). These sets correspond to the nodes of
the graph where the assembly sequence is to be planned. In order to establish
links between them, a neighborhood relationship has to be dened.
{ Connectivity between neighboring contacts (e.g., CFi and CFj) is provided
by the existence of a contact motion that leads from CFi to CFj and which does
not include any other contact Dakin (1994) (see also Figure7). Critical cong-
urations (where the local contact space changes) are identied along a given
nominal trajectory computed by a high-level planner (which does not take un-
certainties into account). Thus, connectivity is already implicitly provided, as
an adjacency graph of contact states. Alternatively, both in Giraud and Sidobre
(1992) and in Xiao (1993); Xiao and Ji (2001) candidate neighbors are looked
for by eliminating elementary contacts from the lists that dene the polyhedral
contacts. In the rst reference, however, this relaxation procedure is restricted
to determine those neighbors that have only one degree of freedom, whereas
in Xiao and Ji (2001) relaxation is applied iteratively to a set of highly con-
strained seed CFs obtaining progressively less and less constrained neighbors
and building up the so-called Goal-Contact Relaxation (GCR) graphs. These
graphs are merged together to construct the contact formation graph. In any
case, feasibility of innitesimal translations and rotations or nite translations
is checked for, in order to eliminate non-admissible (i.e., colliding) neighbors.
6.2 Algorithms: planning in the space of contact states
Two planning levels may be distinguished: a higher symbolic level on the graph
of contact formations in search of an optimal sequence of contact states, and a
lower contact compliant motion planning level Xiao and Ji (2000); Bruyninckx
et al (2001). It is the combination of these two levels which nally results in a
sequence of executable commands by the robot.
6.2.1 High-level planning
A heuristic graph search can be applied to contact space representations, like in Gi-
raud and Sidobre (1992), where planning in the contact graph is guided by simple
geometric rules to select one of the 1-dimensional neighbors at each node. Simi-
larly, a sequence of recognizable (by force sensors, e.g.) contact state transitions is
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Fig. 6 Principal contacts in 2D and 3D. Remark that v-f is dierent from f-v, and the same
applies to e-f/f-e and e-v/v-e. Furthermore, two possible e-e exist depending on whether they
cross at one point or are aligned. Basic contacts are also displayed in bold lines. Degenerate
contacts are enclosed in dashed rectangles. From Xiao and Ji (2001).
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Fig. 7 Transitions between contact formations. From left to right: A small displacement (a
small rotation would produce the same eect) transforms the contact formation fv1 E1; v2 
E2g into fv1   E1g, an additional rotation leads to fe3   E2g and a nal displacement plus
rotaion to fv4   E2; e5   V3g
obtained in Dakin (1994) with an heuristic graph search. Contact states and the
possible transitions between them have later been studied in the context of artic-
ulated bodies Staetti et al (2005), as well as of the manipulation of deformable
linear objects Remde et al (1999, 2000).
A similar framework has been developed beyond the rigid body case: the dif-
ferent possible contact states between a linear deformable object and a rigid poly-
hedral body are identied in Remde et al (1999), and the feasible transitions
between these states are listed (see Figure 8). A further elaboration on this for-
malism characterizes contact states by their stability and dening contact state
transition classes Acker and Henrich (2005).
6.2.2 Low-level contact compliant motion planning
A strategy which consists in restricting the search of potential removal directions
to those which are perpendicular to contacting part faces can be applied to perform
a motion while maintaining a specic contact formation, as shown in Ji and Xiao
(2001b,a) (for general innitesimal motions maintaining given sets of contacts,
see Staetti et al (1999a)). In Ji and Xiao (2001b) algorithms are described that
generate random samples of congurations compliant with CFs consisting of one
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Fig. 8 (a) Contact states between the features of a deformable linear object (vertex and edge)
and the features of a polyhedron (vertex, edge, face), after Remde et al (1999). The dotted
line separates stable (on the right) from unstable states. Punctual and linear edge/edge and
edge/face contacts are distinguished. (b) In the state transition graph, the vertex/vertex and
linear edge/edge contacts are not considered, as they are unlikely to occur as initial contact
states, and the punctual and linear edge-face contacts are considered together. The non-contact
state is represented (top center). Solid links indicate reversible transitions: the outcome can
be ensured by a controlled manipulation. Transitions starting at unstable states have several
possible stable successors and are shown in dashed lines.
or two principal contacts (PC). A Direct Calculation method can be employed
when the ranges of independent variables are easily computable: for example, the
translational part of a random displacement that keeps a single-PC CF consists
in picking up randomly one point in the interior of each feature -the vertex itself,
if this is the feature- and making them coincide (see Ji and Xiao (2001b) for
the rotational part). In the case of two-PC CFs with two translational and or
any number of rotational degrees of freedom a Hybrid Method is applied that
combines Direct Calculation with resampling or convergent iteration. Further steps
are taken in Ji and Xiao (2001a) by providing the means to check whether a
CF-compliant conguration is also feasible, i.e., without any other collision, as
well as for performing compliant interpolation between two feasible CF-compliant
congurations.
This work, together with the contact state graph generation Xiao and Ji (2001),
is presented in the context of a general framework that structures all the necessary
modules for assembly planning, i.e., modelling, planning, estimation/monitoring,
control and task coordination, in Bruyninckx et al (2001). See also Lefebvre et al
(2005b) for a survey on the state-of-the-art and integration of these modules in
active compliant motion. More specically, Meeussen et al (2005) presents an ap-
proach to automatically generate a task specication for a hybrid controller (the
Compliant Task Generator) from the output provided by the compliant planner,
estimation/monitoring is covered in Mihaylova et al (2001), and in Meeussen et al
(2004) the feasibility of contact states is restricted further by considering the con-
straints imposed by the part handling manipulator. The necessary sensing actions
themselves can be planned automatically, which is known as active sensing, and
Lefebvre et al (2003, 2005a) provide the means to derive an optimal compliant
motion task plan consisting of both the sequence of contact formations and the
compliant path to be executed while maintaining each CF. Programming a robot
to perform a compliant motion task can also be done following the programming by
human demonstration paradigm, as long as the motion performed by the human
demonstrator can be segmented into dierent CFs while registering the necessary
geometric information, as done in Meeussen et al (2007).
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Flexible parts introduce an additional degree of complexity. The necessary
corrective motions when misalignments have been detected cannot be derived an-
alytically in general, except for simple settings like exible beam insertion Zheng
et al (1991), and thus alternative methods based on training Neural Networks have
been devised Kim and Cho (2000). Contact state transitions for deformable linear
objects are detected both with vision Abegg et al (1999) and force Remde et al
(2000).
7 Randomized path planning applied to (dis)assembly
7.1 Representation: composite conguration space
The conguration space (C-space for short) of any solid (in particular, of a given
part in an assembly) is dened by all the possible poses degrees of freedom (vari-
ables that dene the position and orientation) of this solid. The presence of other
solids in this space originates the conguration space obstacles (C-obstacles), i.e.,
those subsets of C-space where the solid is colliding with these other solids. Path
planning consists in determining a path from a start to a goal conguration which
is entirely contained in C-free (= C-space - C-obstacle) Latombe (1991). In the
context of an assembly, we may consider the C-space of a given part, and other
parts of the assembly originate the C-obstacles of this part. C-free is given by the
collision-free space surrounding the assembly plus the tolerances that may exist
between the parts. If all the C-spaces of the parts in an assembly are considered
simultaneously (where each spatial variable of each part adds one extra dimension)
we obtain the composite conguration space of the assembly.
7.2 Algorithms: biased randomized path planning
Randomized methods have become hugely popular in path planning, as they pro-
vide the means to eciently tackle high dimensional settings, like the composite
conguration space of the parts of an assembly. They are based on randomly choos-
ing a conguration and testing whether it belongs to C-free (collision test). Very
simple local planners are used to try to link neighboring free congurations and
a roadmap is built in this way. Simple graph search can than be performed on
this roadmap to nd the solution path (see LaValle (2006); Choset et al (2005) for
more details). As pointed out in Sundaram et al (2001), (dis)assembly planning
involves a repeated presence of narrow passages in C-space, which renders the di-
rect application of probabilistic roadmap methods (PRM) impractical. However,
the Iterative Manhattan-like RRT in Le et al (2009), which performs simultaneous
path planning and (dis)assembly sequencing and relies only on collision detection,
seems to provide evidence on the contrary. Nonetheless, these same authors point
out that in specic (e.g. polyhedral) domains, there is place for improvement by
integrating geometric information that gives suitable motion directions. Indeed,
the geometrical information attached to the specic contact states can be used
to bias the sampling appropriately. This is done in Sundaram et al (2001) in the
context of randomized path planning by restricting the search to potential removal
directions, which are perpendicular to contacting part faces.
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Just for concluding these sections devoted to the geometry-related aspects of
assembly sequencing, Figure 9 summarizes the alternative paths leading from the
pure geometric information related to the contacts between the parts' features to
a nal feasible assembly sequence.
Contacts between features
Partition of space of 
directions:  regions with 
constant blocking relations
Contacts formations (CFs)
Contact formation graph 
(CFs + contact motions)
NDBG
Search for strongly connected 
components in DBGs
Decomposition of assembly into 
subassemblies, for different 
representative directions
Precedence relationships
Sequencing/optimization
Graph search + 
heuristic geometric rules 
Collision detection + 
bias in sampling
Simultaneous randomized path 
planning and assembly sequencing
Fig. 9 The three main alternatives to come up with an assembly plan starting from a pure
geometrical description of the assembly. Geometrical information and techniques are displayed
in plain text, whereas graph search representations and tools are shown in boldface.
8 Conclusions
Assembly sequencing is present along the whole lifetime of a product, up from its
very conception. It plays a fundamental role both for the assembly as a product
and for the assembly as a process. The existence of a feasible sequence conrms
that the product can actually be assembled. The computation of such a sequence
provides, at symbolic level, an ordering of assembly operations for the manufactur-
ing system. Optimality criteria can be considered to obtain a sequence which not
only is feasible but also makes the best possible use of the available manufactur-
ing resources, be it time, energy, cost or whatever. Sequencing is the backbone of
the broader problem of planning, where the whole assembly process together with
parts feeding, xturing and transfer systems, etc. is pondered. Design for Assembly
has emerged as a discipline that integrates design and assembly planning, aiming
at enhancing production eciency and thus at reducing manufacturing costs. The
design phase benets from the achievements in virtual and augmented reality in
the last decades, oriented to assembly simulation (see for example Raghavan et al
(1999) and Ji et al (2002)). During the use phase of the product, assembly se-
quencing is important for maintenance and repair, besides the fact that many
products have to be assembled by the end user, like toy models or the furniture
of a well-known Swedish company. At the end of the product's lifetime, recycling
and proper disposal imposes also specic criteria on the (dis)assembly sequence.
Assembly sequencing is obviously related to task level planning: Assembly parts
or states, as well as precedence constraints and building operations, are symbol-
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ically represented. Sequencing is formulated as a combinatorial problem: from
all the possible combinations of part symbols, representing temporal orderings
of assembly operations, determine those that respect contact and precedence con-
straints (feasibility) or meet some optimality conditions. This survey has displayed
the dierent ways of representing the space of assembly sequences and the algo-
rithms to determine feasible and/or optimal ones, like graph search techniques,
Petri nets, simulated annealing, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and others.
All these methods assume an implicit encoding of feasibility or the availability of
(ecient) feasibility tests. Nonetheless, the geometric grounding of this symbolic-
level planning has also been addressed in this survey, by describing the geometrical
notion of separability which is exploited to derive precedence relationships in an
automatic way. Furthermore, the actual execution of (dis)assembly operations,
tackled as motion in contact planning, is also covered.
In fact, assembly planning could theoretically be tackled as a pure path plan-
ning problem, operating at geometric level. However, the complexity of the assem-
bly problem posed in path planning terms renders it quite (if not too) challenging
to solve as the number of parts increases. Random sampling methods may ap-
ply successfully if the range of possible (dis)assembly motion directions is not too
tight, as shown in Le et al (2009). Otherwise, the task level domain may provide
a plan which can be conveniently translated into a sequence of contact motions.
Further constraints concerning grasping and collision avoidance of the robot with
the environment can be considered to come up with an assembly plan in terms
of robot motion commands. A symbiotic relationship between task-level assembly
sequencing and motion planning is established in Heger (2008), where the accent
is put on generating robust plans: the edges of a directed assembly graph (whose
construction is given by the application of the assembly-by-disassembly principle)
are validated by solving the specic motion planning problems associated to them
(Probabilistic Roadmap Planners are used to this end in this reference). Most re-
cent and future works point in this direction, at tight integration of the task level
with path (and motion) planning, as the output of such systems is practically
directly translatable into robot instructions.
Another trend consists in assembly sequencing and planning with exible parts.
Deformation of these parts has to be taken into account when deriving contact
and precedence constraints. We have already mentioned some works on motion in
contact with exible parts, but a true integration into an assembly planner is still
open research.
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